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TYPES OF ETHICAL THEORY

of games, and it is often prudent to try to create a desire
for an end in order to enjoy the pleasures of pursuit. As
Sidgwick points out, too great a concentration on the thought
of the pleasure to be gained by pursuing an end will diminish
the desire for the end and thus diminish the pleasure of
pursuit. If you want to get most pleasure from pursuing X
5rou will do best to try to forget that this is your object

and to concentrate directly on aiming at X. This fact he
calls " the Paradox of Hedonism."
It seems to me that the facts which we have been
describing have a most important bearing on the question
of Optimism and Pessimism. If this question be discussed,
as it generally is, simply with regard to the prospects of
hurnan happiness or miserSr in this life, and account be
taken only of passive pleasures and pains and the pleasures
and pains of fulfllled or frustrated desire, it is dif&cult to
justify anything but a most gloomy answer to it. But it
is possible to take a much more cheerful view if we include,
as we ought to do, the pleasures of pursuit. From a hedonistic
standpoint, it seems to me that in human affairs the means
generally have to justify the end; that ends are inferior
carrots dangled before our noses to make us exercise those
activities from which we gain most of our pleasures; and
that the secret of a toierably happy life may be summed up
in a parody of Hegel's famous epigram about the Infinite
End,* viz., " the attainment of the Infinite End just consists
in preserving the iilusion that there is an End to be attained."

(D) Fnrr-wILL AND DBtrnurNrsu. Sidgwick discusses
this topic in Booh I, Ckap. Z of the Metkods of Ethics.
The general question can, I think, be stated as follows :
* Die VolWhrung des unendlichen Zuechs ist so nur
aufzuheben, als ob w noeh nicht uolUiifut sei.

d,ie Tdusohun6
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" Granted that a certain man at a certain moment did in
fact deliberately choose the alternative X and deliberately
reject the alternative Y, could the very same man have
instead chosen Y and rejected X even though everything in
his own past history and present dispositions and everything in the past history and present dispositions of the rest
of the universe had been precisely as it in fact was ? "
Ethics is interested mainly in a particular case of this
gcneral problem, viz., when the alternative X is wrong
rtncl the alternative Y is right. Gra,nted that I did at a
r:r:rtirin moment deliberately choose the wrong alternative
rtnrl rcject the right one, could I at that moment have
irrstr':r<l chosen the right and rejected the wrong one, even
llrorrglr cverything in my past history and present dislrosiliorrs anrl in those of the rest of the universe had been
;rtrr ist,ly rrs it in fact was ?
Sirlllwir:l< r:onl-rnes himself to this special case of the
nrol(. [i(,nr.l'rrl prrrrlrk'nr. I{e mentions a number of empirical
l,rr'l,i wlrir lr ru.r,rrr to srrpltorl rk:tcrrninism, but he deliberately
rr,lr,rnr., lr,rrr 11r,rrr1; rrrl. llrr, lrr.lirltlrysics of the question.
Itr llrl,r, llrnrrlllr r,rllrr.r rr.lrrr:l;rrrlly, I shirll follow him. But
llrt,r.rrrrrr lr I rrrrr,,l ,r,r1, l,lry:iir.rrl srrllsllrr.rc<:s and cvents are
rrtt rll't 11, rltll.rr.rrl trr ktrrrl lrrrrr rrrirrls :rn<l nrcntal events
llr,rl, r.r,r.rr rl r.rrrPlr.l. rlr.lr.nrrirrisnl w(.r(l <;crllr,iltly true of
llt. l,rn('r, ,uly irrllunr('lll lry rrrr;rkrgy lo ir likc conclusion
,rlr.rrl tlrr, llrttr.r w,rrhl lx. rrr,st rrrr*:lilrblt:. Again, the kind
,l r,r.:;;tli,rr wlrir.lr irPPli.s l. r,c,tirl cvents in general, and
;r.rr li.rrlrtrly lo llr.sc nrt:ntrrl cvcnts which are characteristic
.l llr. rrr.ti.,ir[ lt:vcl, such as inference and r]eliberate choice,
r', '.. ,lt.rly rr.likc physical or even physiological causation,
llr;rt it wrrrlcl [rt-' most dangerous to transfer any proposition
rvlri.lr i.v.lvcs the latter to the forrner. No doubt apparent
N
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to complete mental determinism can always be
theoretically reconciled with it if we are ready to postulate
ad hoc for each case epough non-introspectible mental
processes and enough hitherto latent mental dispositions.
But we must confess that we have no clear idea of what
we are postulating when we do this. And the whole
procedure is painfully reminiscent of MoliBre's physicians
and of the less reputable kind of company-prornoter' The

exceptions

essential question is whether we can give any clear meaning

to indeterminism, and whether with any meaning that we
give to it it can be made consistent with certain fundamental principles of logic and metaphysics which seem to
be self-evident. This leads at once into some of the hardest
problems of phiiosophy i e.8., the meanings of "possibility",
the analysis of the notions of cause and substance and the
relations between the two, the notions of variable states and
permanent dispositions, and so on. The devils who discussed the subject in Pandemonium soon discovered, as
Milton tells us, that there is no end to what may plausibly
be said on both sides of the question' They, it will be
remembered, very wisely reverted to purely ethical problems ;
and in this, if in no other respect, Sidgwick followed their
example.

Sidgwick is content to record his immediate conviction
that, at the moment when he has to decide between two
alternatives one of which he believes to be right and the
other to be wrong, he can always choose the forrner. It
should be noticed that what seems so certain to Sidgwick
is not what has sometimes been called " freaks of unmotived
volition ". The choice is determined in the end by the
actual motives in their actual strength. But one impulse,
viz., the desire to do what is believed to be right, is held

SIDGWICK
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to lrc in a peculiar position. It is held that this desire
irlw:rys could haue been strong enough to overcome all
opposing desires even though in fact it was so weak that
opposing desires overcarne it. The possibility which is
r:ontt:mplated by indeterminism is, not that a decision

rrright have taken place without a complete cause, but
th.t a certain one of the factors in this complete cause
t:orrlrl have been of different strength though everything
.lsc in the universe up to the time of the decision had been
r.xrrctly as it in fact was.
Now, as regards thiq statement, all that I can say is
tlris. It does seem to'me to express some proposition or
ollrr:r which I believe and cannot help believing. And yet,
wlrr,rrr.vr:r I try to give any definite meaning to ., could,, in
il, il srrrrns either no longer to express what I believe or to
.xt)r'('ss something which conflicts with other principles
wlrir:h st:cm to me to be self-evident. And in this unsatis-

lirr:lory state I must leave the matter.
Irrrkrt.rminism, in the sense described above, is, I think,
rlrril. r:rr,p:rtible with the obvious fact that making frequent
wrr)Dll rkrr:isions under certain circumstances in the past
rlirrrirrislr.s the likelihood of making right decisions in similar
.i.r'rrrrrslrrnr:cs in the future. Even if it always remains
'lunihlr [,r' the desire to do what is believed to be right to
r.x.r.r.rl :r. r:.rtrtin assigned strength, it may still be the case
llr,rl lrirlritrr;tl i.dulgence of opposed desires makes this less
rurrl lr"i'r frtitulilo, But this is not the whole of the matter.
ll r', r.rt,rrrr rlrrrt the habitual indulgence of opposed desires
nrrrkr"r /lr, irir..sity greater. Now the decision in any case
wlll lr. rl'r.rrrrirrr:rl by the relative intensities of the desire
lo rIr rvlr,rl rs lrclir:vc<l to be right and of these opposed
rL'rlrr"r (
'rrs.tlrr.rrtly thc desire to do what is believed to

TYPES OF ETHICAL THEORY
be right will have to be present in greater and greater
.if a right decision is to be made after repeated
strength
indulgence of opposed desires. Now, even if the desire to
do wh.at is believed to be right cowl,il teach the necessary
reaching
degree of intensity, and even if the probability of its
an assigned degree be in no way affected by the habitual
indulgence of opposed desires, it may still be the case that
to
there is a certain average degree which it is most likely
degree
required
the
rnore
the
reach. And it may be that
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exceeds this average the less likety it is to be reached'
I agree with Sidgwick that a belief in determinism

or

a

belief in indeterminism ought to make hardly any difference
to our practice. on either view I have to act on probability.
On neiiher can I be absolute$'certain what I or any other

manwilldoingivencircumstances,andonbothlcanin
thesamecasesmakeafairlyaccurateguess.Norneans
which it would be reasonable on one theory to choose for
securing.agivenendwouldbeunreasonabletochooseon
the othlr. On either view it is certain that a present resolve

toactrightlyinfuture,andthebuildingupofcertainhabits

inthemeanwhile,increasetheprobabilitythatlshall
deciderightlyinfuture.Nodoubtadishonestdeterminist,
who does not really want to glve uP a bad habit' will be
for my
tempted to say: " It is no use tryi'g to give it up'
a dis.
But
fail.,,
certainly
character is such that I shall
tempted
honest indeterminist in the same situation will be
for I
to-day;
indulging
to say: " There is no harm in
shall always be able to stop to-morrow'"

Would any end which

it

is right for a human being to

desireontheoneviewceasetoberightforhimtodesire
on the other

?

So

far as I can

see,

the statement that

it

is

righttodesireso-and-soasanendmeansthatthereisa
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certain appropriateness between the nature of this object
and the attitude of desire for it. But I think that this
may over-simplify the situation. Perhaps we should rather
say that there is a certain appropriateness between the
nature of this object and the attitude of desire for it wherr
felt by a being of such and such a nature. Now, so far as
the appropriateness concerns only the object and the mental
attitude, there seems no reason to think that the question
of determinism or indeterminism would be relevant. Determinists and indeterminists ascribe precisely the same desires
to human beings; they difier only in that indeterminists
assert that a certain one of these desires always could have
been strong enough to overcome the rest even when in fact
it was overcome by the rest. Still, this difference may
fairly be called a difference of opinion about the nature of
the htiman mind; and it is conceivable that this difierence
of nature might be relevant at this point. It might be
litting for a mind of the nature which indeterminists ascribe
to thc human mind to feel desire for a certain object, whilst
It would not be fitting for a mind of the nature which detertnitricts iscribe to the human mind to feel desire for such
on objcct. Whether there would in fact be this difference
cttt lrc decided only by inspection in the case of each
ruggcstcd cnd in turn.
Sirlgwick confines his attention to the two ends of
lltppincss and Perfection. It seems clear that, if it be
llttlng to desire the maximum happiness either of oneself
ttr o[ hunranity in general as an end, it will be equally
llttlrrg to do so whether determinism or indeterminism be
tlto truth rbout the nature of one's mind. The case is not
nt rltttlrlc in regard to Perfection. In so far as the notion
ol |tnrlection contains factors which involve undetermined
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free-will it cannot be a suitable object of desire if determinism be true. For it cannot be fitting for anyone to
desire what is or involves a logicai or metaphysical impossibility. But, even if the notion of Perfection does
contain such factors, it is certain that it contains many
others which do not involve undetermined free-will, a.g.,
intelligence, courage, kindness, etc. If it be fitting to desire
these as ends at all, it will be fitting to do so even if
determinism be the truth about the human mind.
Are there then any points at which the difference between
determinism and indeterminisrn becomes practically relevant
in ethicatr matters ? Sidgwick holds that the ordinary notion
of Merit and Demerit is bound up with indeterminism, and
that Remorse and Retributory. Punishment are bound up
with Merit and Demerit in this sense. Let us first consider
what a determinist can consistently say and do in this
connexion. (a) It is obvious that he can talk of " good "
and " bad " men in a perfectly definite sense. A " good "
man will be one whose character is such that, even in
conditions under which many men would be determined to
make wrong choices, he will be determined to make right
ones. And a " bad " man could be defined in the same
way mutatis mutand.is. It may be objected that in this
sense of " good " and " bad " they mean exactly what they
would mean when we talk of a good watch or a bad motorbicycle, and that it is plain that we ascribe goodness and
badness to men in some other sense beside this. This is no
doubt true ; but there are, even on the determinist view,
profound difierences between men ancl material systems,
and between the causal determination of mental and of
physical events. And it may be that these differences,
rather than the difference between indeterminism and

determinism, account for the fact that we feel it unsatisfactory to equate a good man and a good motor. There
are at least three points here which are, I think, important.
(i) Common-sense draws a distinction between the good
rnan who was born with a happy balance of innate tend.encies,
who enjoyed a sound education, and who has generally rJone
right without any moral struggle, and the good man who
has been less fortunate in his moral inheritance and training
but has managed to make himself virtuous with considerable
rlifliculty. It is inclined to ascribe .,merit ,, to the second,
rrncl to say of the first that .,it is no particular credit to
lrim to be good ". Now this distinction might, at first sight,
st:r:rn to be bound up with indeterminism but it is perfectly
;
Prssible for a determinist to admit it, so far as it is tenable,
arrrl lo account for it. The second. type of good man has
slrowrr clcarly that he possesses in a high degree the desire
lo rkr what is right; we have a rneasure of its strength in
llr. ,lrslrrr:les wlri<:h it has overcome. This is a guarantee
Ilrrrl lrr. will lrrolxrbly continue to act rightly. The first
ly1r. rrl l,oorl rrr;rrr rttuy lurv<,. tlris clcsire in an equally high
,l,'fir,',' , lrrl, r,irr, r' lr. lr;rs lrrrrl littlt: occasion to exercise it,
w. r,uur,l 1x,i';ilrly lltrnt llrlri lrc lrts. lt is thcrcfore possible
llr,rl, il .irr,trr.,l:,lr r.s w(,t(, l. r:l,r.gr: considerably, he
rvrrrlrl r, krlsg.r lr;rlrirrr:rlly lr.r riglrtly. lt must be noted
llr;rt .rrrrrrrr)ll s(:,s(! l<r'r,Ps its rr<lrrrirrrlion of the second type
,l 11,,r1 rrr;,r willrirr lr,rr,<ls, and that the bounds are such
;r:, rv.rrl<l lrr: r't:rrsrnrrblc on the determinist view. We should
rr,l lxr.tir:rrlrrrly rrclmire a man who had continually to
slrrrllglc lrg:tinst impulses to commit rnurder, rape, and
irr.r'st ,, tlrc most trivial occasions, even though his struggres
w(,r(. rlwrrys successful. There is something wrong with a
rrrrrr rvlr. lrits to be perpetually performing hair-raising feats
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of moral acrobatics, though we may adrnire the

strength

and skill displayed in the performance.
(ii) Complete determinism involves two difierent propositions which it is important to distinguish. The first is
that a man's present choices are completely determined by
his original character and the influences to which it has
since been subjected. The second is that the man himself
began to exist at a certain moment of time, and that his
coming into existence at that moment with such and such
an original character was completely determined by the
nature, relations, and history of pre-existing substances.
Either proposition can be held without the other. 8.9.,
many indeterminists have held that truman minds are created
by God at the moment of conception; i.e., they hold the
second proposition and reject the first. And some determinists, 4.g., M'Taggart, hold that no human mind has ever
come into existence. What is determined is simply that it
shall begin to animate a certain body at a certain monrent.
Such determinists hoid the first proposition and reject the
second. We might call the two propositions respectively
" deterrninisnr of mental events " and " determinism of
mental substances ". I think that Sidgwick always assumes
that, if there be the first kind of determinism, there must
also be the second.

Now, in the first place, I want to point out that determinism of mental substances involves a perfectly unique
kind of causation which we cannot pretend to understand
even in the sense of finding it familiar. There is one and
only one sense in which we can understand the origin of a

" new

substance

".

This is when the "

substance

" is a

compound of pre-existing simpler substances. Its " originating " simply means that these simpler substances at a

it

I

I

I
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certain moment came into more intimate mutual relations,
that the whole thus formed is relatively stable, and that it
has characteristic properties. Now, if minds come into
existence, as distinct froro merely beginning to manifest
themselves through bodies, at all, they certainly cannot be
conceived to do so in this way. I submit that we literally
" do not know what we are talking about " when we speak
of the
into existence of a mind. If such substances
"o*irg
do originate in the course of history, and if their origination
be causally determined, the kind of causation involved must
prr:sumably be quite different from that with which we are
lamiliar in the determination of events in pre-existing substrrnccs by each other. Now I think that it has been held
tlrirt the notion of " merit ", in the strict sense, vanishes on
llrc rlctt:rrninist view because my original character is compk'tcly rlctcrmined by substances and events which existed
lx'lolc I lrt:14an t<l exist. My actions and Cecisions are
t orrrlrk,lr,ly rkrlt:r.rnint:<l in the end by rny original character
.rrrrl ,-rrlr.;r.rprr,rrl t:irr:rurrstrrrrct:s, aud I can take no creditJor
llrr'1i.orl11r',,', ol rrrl'orillirrrrl clt:rrtt:tcr, if it be good, because
tl ln,r", rl', lrr.rrrli .rrrrl rr:rlrrrl l(r otlrcr tltitrgs. Even if this
l,r' .rrlnrtllrrl, rl rlor", rrol l,llow tlr:rt llrc lrotion of " merit "
rvi,ulrl r'.rrrr',lr ,,rr ,rll lot rrr:, ol rlr;lct trrttrist llrt:ory. A tlteory
lrl., l\l' l,r1i;i.rrt ,, wlrr< lr ;rr r r'pl:; rlt'{r'nttittisttr of mcntal
r \ r'rrl , ,rrrrl rllrrrr", lllrt rttr:rrl:r.l sttlrstit"ttt;t)s (:ver originated,
r',,rrl,I lrl rrrrlorrclrt'rl lry tlris liirrrl oI objt:t;tion.
l'.rrl, r,r'r orrrlly, rt sr,r'rrrs lo rrrc llurt thc above contention
.rr', llrrorrlilr :r t:onlrrsiorr lxrlwccn joint partial responsibility
,rrr,l r.nrolc tot;rl n:spt-rtrsibility. If X and Y be two causel.rr 1,r., wlrir:lr togt:tlrt:r rrre sufficient and severally are
r,'rr",,.uy lo pr'otlrrcc the effect E, we can say that the
rr',lr,rr',rlrilil.y [or li is divided between them. The credit
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or discredit of each is thus reduced. But suppose that D is
the immediate total cause of E and that C is the immediate
total cause of D. Then, although we can say that C is
indirectly totally responsible for E, this does not in the least
alter or diminish D's responsibility for E. If God deliberately
makes a mind whieh will inevitably choose wrongly under the
conditions in which it wilt be placed, this does not in the
least alter the fact that this mind is bad and merits disapproval. The fact that God also merits disapproval for
making such a mind is simply a supplementary fact, not
a plea in mitigation.
(iii) Watches and motor-cycles are called " good " or
" bad " simply as means to the end for which they are
constructed and used. It wouid be held by many people
that these adjectives are applied to men as ends and not
as means to anything else. But, whether this be so or not,
it has nothing to do with the diflerence between determinism
and indeterminism. An indeterminist might hold that a
man can be called " good " or " bad " only as a means to
producing good or bad results. And a determinist might
hold that a character in which certain conative and emotional
tendencies are present in certain proportions and in due
relation to the desire to do what is right is an intrinsically
admirable thing. The fact that a watch or a motor-car
cannot be regarded as intrinsically good or bad does not
depend on the fact that all its behaviour is determined, or
even on the fact that it was constructed out of pre-existing
materials by a pre-existing mind. It depends on the fact
that it is a mere material mechanism. Now the human
mind is not supposed to be of this nature by any determinist
whose opinions are worth a moment's consideration.
On the whole then I am inclined to think that much
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more remains to the determinist of the notion of Merit and
Demerit than Sidgwick will admit.
(b) Let us turn next to the question of Remorse. A
determinist can obviously regret that his character was
such that he behaved badly on a past occasion, and can
reasonably take such steps as experience has shown to be
likely to amend it in the respect in which it has proved
faulty. But, if remorse be a feeling of regret for a past
bad action, which is bound up with the belief that my
desire to do what is right could have been strong enough
to conquer the other desires which led me astray, it is plainly
not an emotion which a determinist can reasonably feel. It
does not follow that he will not continue to feel it, as a
person who disbelieves in ghosts might feel frightened in
a house reputed to be haunted. Whether remorse does
essentially involve the indeterminist view of oneself I am
not quite sure. It seems to me that regret for past wrongdoing amounts to remorse when two conditions are Iulfilled,
viz., when no reparation can be made by me owing, e.g., to
thc dcrrth of the injured party, and when I leel that I might
lo cmily hirve done better. The first condition is obviously
lntlelx.ndcnt of determinism or indeterminism. As regards
tho second it must be remembered that there are a great
many senses of " could ", in which the statement that I
could so easily have done better would be compatible with
dcterminism. E.g., it may mean that nothing but a slightly
stronger desire to do right was needed, and that a man who
had used my opportunities better than I had done would
have had this stronger desire.
(c) We come now to Praise and Blame. And here we
mtrst distinguish between privately feeling and publicly
expressing approbation and disapprobation. The deter-
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minist has the same motive for the latter as the indeterminist,
viz., the motive which makes us oil a bit of machinery. It
is found that the public expression of approval of an action
is a strong incentive to the agent to do similar actions in
the future, and that the public expression of disapprobation
is a strong incentive to him to avoid such actions. If the
determinist can give a meaning to goodness and badness of
character and conduct, and if it is appropriate to feel
approval of good and disapproval of bad character and
conduct in the determinist sense, a determinist is justified
in privateiy praising or blaming men and their actions.
I have already argued that both these conditions are
fulfilled.
(d) Lastly, we have to consider Reward and Punishment.
The expression of praise and blame is really a particular
case of this. Sidgwick's position is as follows. The deterrninist can justify punishment on reformatory and deterrent
grounds; and in practice these are the only grounds that
anyone can use in apportioning rewards and punishments.
He cannot justify retributive punishment ; but it is doubtful
whether this is justifiable even on the indeterminist view.
I agree with the positive parts of Sidgwick's statement, but
am inclined to disagree with the negative part, viz., that,
if retributive punishment can be defended at all, it can be
defended only on the indeterminist view. The fundamental
question in connexion with retributive punishment is whether
a combination of two evils, viz., wrong-doing and pain, can
be a more desirable state of affairs than one of these evils,
viz., wrong-doing, without the other. The general answer is
that there is no logical impossibility in this because the
value of a whole depends largely on the relations between
its constituents as well as on the natures of the constituents
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themselves. .A.nd the contention of the believers in retributive punishment is that there is a certain appropriateness
of pain to wrong-doing which, unless the pain be altogether
excessive in duration and intensity, makes the whole state
of affairs less bad than it would be if the wrong-doing were
unpunished.

This opinion seems to me to be true in spite of being oldfashioned. And there is nothing in it which could not be
accepted by a determinist. Determinists can admit that
there are bad men and wrong actions; and they can admit
the general principle that a whole composed of two evils
suitably related may be less bad, owing the appropriateness
of the one evil to the other, than one would be wtthout
thr: othcr. The question that remains is whether pain would
lx. rtppropriate only to wrong-doing which is undetermined
in llrr: sr:nsc alrcady defined. It is of course admitted
llurt rrrr nclion would not deserve punishment if it were
rrrvolrrrrllrry, or <:ontrir-voluntary, or were done under an
Irorrr.sl rrrislrpgrlr,lrcnsiorr of thc circumstances. But this is
Irn.lr,r,,url lor llr' glt'r'scttl l)rlrt)osc. The only question now
rrl l.rnttr, r,r llrr', " \rrPgxrsr. llrltl ltt a certain moment I
rlr,lllx,r rrlr,ly rrr,rrlr' ,r wrr)n,, r'lroicc sirrrlrly llct:ittrsc my desire
ln rll wlr,rl r., rilllrl w;r,r rrol :ilt'orr11 r'trottglt as compared
wrllr rrv,rllrr.r rk'sitrs rrl llrc litttr'. Sltottl<l I not <Ieserve
grrrrrrrlrrrrr,rrl rrrrk':lrlrryrk'.ritctorkrliglrl coul,dtt tltatmoment
Ir,rvr lrr.r'rr slrorrg crrorrlllr lo cottrlttcr Iny otltcr desires even
llrurrlllr r.vr.r'yllrirrg irr rrty prtsl hislory and present circumrlirrrr,:i lrlrrl lx:r,n t:xlr:tly irs it in fact was ? " The reader
nrrr.,t :rrrswcr tlris rlru:stion for himself, after inspecting as
r.ur.frrlly:rs lrr.r::rn. [t is certainly not obvious to me that
l,;lrorrhl lrol <lcsr:rvc punishment unless the condition
rrrr,rrt rorrr.rl lrllovt: wcrc fulfilled.
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(E) CressrrrcATroN oF THE Mrrnoos or Ernrcs. As we
have seen in the Synopsis, Sidgwick reduces the fundamental
types of ethical theory to three, iz., Intuitionisfit,, Egoistic
Hed,onism, and, Util,itailanism. The only criticism that I
wish to make at this point is that his division does not
seem to rest on any very clear principle. The name
" Intuitionism " seems to suggest an epistemic principle of
classification, and the opposite of it would seem to be
" Empiricism ". On the other hand, the opposition of
Egoistic and Universalistic Hedonism to Intuitionism rests
on a quite .difierent basis, viz., on whether some types of
action are intrinsical,l,y ight or wrong or whether the rightness
or wrongness of actions always depends on their conduciveness to certain end,s. This of course is not an epistemic
question at all. And this cross"division leads to needless
complications in Sidgwick's exposition. He has to recognise
that, from an epistemic point of view, all three types of
theory involve ethical intuitions. For the two types of
Hedonism involve at least the intuition that pleasure, and
nothing else, is intrinsically desirable. He thus has to
distinguish between a wider and a narrower sense of
" Intuitionism ". All this seems rather untidy and unsatisfactory. I would therefore propose the following amendments. I would first divide ethical theories into two classes,
which I will call respectively d,eontological and tel,eological..
Deontological theories hold that there are ethical propositions of the form: " Such and such a kind of action
would always be right (or wrong) in such and such circumstances, no matter what its consequences might be." This
division corresponds with Sidgwick's Intuitionism in the
narrower sense. Teieological theories hold that the rightness
or wrongness of an action is always determined by its
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tendency to produce certain consequences which are intrinsically good or bad. Hedonism is a form of teleological theory.
It is plain that teleological theories can be subdivided into

monistic and plural,islic varieties. A monistic theory would
hold that there is one and onlv one characteristic which
makes a state of affairs good or bad intrinsically. A
pluralistic theory would hold that there are several independent characteristics of this kind. Hedonism is a monistic
teleological theory. I think that a similar subdivision could
bc made among deontological theories. It might be held
that all the various moral rules recognised by a deontological
thcory are determinate forms of a single rule, or at any
rirtt: that they all answer to a single necessary and sufficient
t:ritr:rion. This seems to have been Kant's view. Such
t tlrtxrry is monistic. A deontological theory which held
tlrirl thcrc is a number of independent moral rules would be
;rlrrr rtlist it:.

llrtlr

of tclcological theory can now be divided on
Ir nr,w grtirrr:i;lkr. 'l'lx: cnd to lrc aimed at is of course never
n llrrrrrrllr.tinlir: itr llu' irbstrrtt:t ; it is always a concrete
rlnlo ol rtllrrtil irr wlrir:lt ir ccrl;rin <:hirracteristic, or characlorlrlh n, in tttrrttilr.rllrl. Alrrl llrc rlrrr.stion arises whether it
lr llro ngr.ttl'l rlttly lo irittt rrl llrc rrrirnifcstation of this
rlrrir,rlrlc r:hirtirclr.lisl ic in lrilrrst:lI only or in a larger circle.
Wr. llrrrs 6r:t it srrbrlivisiotr inlo rgisl,ic itnd non-egoislic types
rrl lr.lr.rrkrgit'rrl tlu:ory. Utilittrirurisnt, e.g., may be described
lrl{ ir n(,n-r.goistic fornt o[ mortistic teleological theory.
'l'lu: priuc:iples cf division which I have suggested are
clurr in orrtlinc, and they have the advantage of not introkin<ls

rlrrcurl; cpistemological considerations. We must remember,

Irrrwcvt'r', that purely deontological and purel,y teleological
tlrr,ol'ir:s are rather ideal limits than real existents. Mo'st
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actual theories are mixed, some being predominantly deontological and others pfedominantly teleological. Sidgwick,
e.9., is definitely a Hedonist, and so far a monistic teleologist,
though he cannot make up his mind as between the egoistic
and the non-egoistic forms of hedonism. But this is not the
whole truth about his position. He also accepts as selfevident certain abstract principles about the right way of
distributing a given amount of happiness. These modes of
distribution ought to be followed, on his view, because they
are irutrinsically right, and not merely because they are
likely to increase the amount of happiness to be distributed
in {uture. To this extent Sidgwick's theory must be counted
'as deontological. 'When, as with Sidgwick, the
only deontological principles which the mo;alist accepts are about the
right distribution of something which is held to be intrinsically
desirable, his system must be regarded as almost, purely
teleological.

(F) DBrarrrn Drscussrox or Eecn oF THE TsnrB
Mrrnoos. (t) Intuitionism. We may divide Sidgwick's
discussion of this subject into two main parts, viz.: (r, t) a
general treatment of the subject, and (r, e) a detailed
analysis and criticism of the alleged moral intuitions of
common-sense. The former is contained in Booh I, Chap.
VIII, and Book III, Chaps. 1 and XIII. The latter is

III,

III

to X/ inciusive.
begin by stating more definitely what is
the subject-matter of moral judgments. So far we have
said that Intuitionism, in the narrower sense to which we
are nbw confining the term, holds that certain types of
action are intrinsically right or wrong without regard to
their consequences. This statement must now be made
contained in Book

(r, r) We must

Chaps.
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more accurate. In order to do this let us take a concrete
example. It is held by many people that it is always wrong
to tell a lie, no matter how disastrous the consequences of
telling the truth might be. We are not at present concerned
with the correctness of this doctrine, but only,with its
precise meaning. Now it is. plain that an action cannot be
called a " lie " without reference to certain of the consequences which the agent expects that it will have. He
must expect that his action will produce certain beliefs, and
he must hold that these beliefs will be false.
The action, then, is judged to be wrong because the
agent expects it to have consequences of a certain kind.
But, if so, it may be asked, how does Intuitionism differ
from a teleological type of ethical theory, such as Utilitarianism ? Does not Utilitarianism also cond.emn lying
because it is likely to have consequences of a certain
kind ?
To deal with this question let us begin by defining a
" lie " as a statement made by an agent with the intention
of producing a false belief. This definition would presumably
lrc ilccepted both by Intuitionists and by Utilitarians. It
will bc seen that the definition includes a reference to
r:crttin consequences (viz., the production of a belief) and
to n ccrtain characteristic of these conseguences (viz,, the
fnlsity of this belief). In any particular case both the
lllllllrtritn and the Intuitionist will know, or reasonably
nlrlx.cl, lhirt there will be other consequences beside the
ltrrxlrrcllorr of a belief, and that the belief will have other
cltnrnr:lclistir:s lleside falsity. These, however, form no part
nl llrn rltlirrilion of a "lie ", though they do form part of
lltn ltrlnrrlhrrr o[ lhc pcrson who tells a lie. Now the fundaI tlnll I ttl r ll l lorr.r u;r: betwccn the Teleologist and the Intuitionist
o
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in this case seems to be the following: The Teleologist is
interested only in i}rle good,ness or bad,ness of the intended
consequences. For he recognises only what I have called
earlier in this chapter the teleological and the logical senses
of " ought ". When he says : " f ought to do X ", he always
means simply and solely : (a) " I ought (in the teleological
sense) to desire Y " ; (D) " So far as I can see X is the most
suitable means open to me for producing Y " ; and (r) " I
ought (in the logical sense) to choose the most suitable
means open to me for producing what I ought (in the
teleological sense) to desire." The Teleologist will therefore
take into account all, the intended consequences, whether
they be included in the delinition of the action as a " lie "
or not. And he will take into account all,those characteristics,
and only those characteristics, of the intended consequences
which he holds to be relevant to their goodness or badness.
These may include other characteristics beside those involved
in the definition of the act as a " lie " ; and they may not
include that particular characteristic at ali. Thus, e.g.,
a Utilitarian would zol consider the characteristic of falsity,
which is involved in the definition, to be directly relevant ;
whilst he would. consider that another characteristic which is
not involved in the definition, viz., the tendency to diminish
human happiness, is directly relevant. It is of course
quite possible to imagine a non-hedonistic Teieologist who
held that true belief is intrinsically good, and that it is
therefore our duty to produce as much true beiief as possible.
Such a Teleologist would still differ fundamentally from an
Intuitionist about lying. An Intuitionist need not hold that
true belief is intrinsically good and false belief intrinsically
bad, and he certainly will not hold that truth-telling is
right and lying wrong simply because the former tends to
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increase and the latter to diminish the amount of true
belief in the world. Cases might easily arise in which it
would be almost certain that rnore true belief would be
produced by telling a lie than by teling the truth. In such
cases a Teleologist of the kind just described would consider
it his duty to tell a lie, whilst an Intuitionist about lying
would still hold that it is wrong to do so.
The fundamental difference between the Intuitionist and
the Teleologist is that the former does, and the latter does
not, recognise a sense of " right " which applies to actions
and intentions and is not ana.lysable into " conducive to
good consccluences ". It is not true tosaythat the Intuitionist
takcs no account of intcnclcd conscquences when judging of
the riglrtness or wrongrrcss of an action. What is true is
that lre takcs no account of the goodness or badness of the
intendcd consequences. For him a lie is wrong simply and
solely because it is intended to produce a false belief, and
not because a false belief is an intrinsically bad state of
mind. For the Teleologist the other characteristics of the
consequences are relevant only in so far as they make the
cons(r(luenccs intrinsica'lly good or bad, and to say that a lie
is wrong sirnply rncons thirt its consequences will on the
whole bc bttl.
'I'lrcrc is t frrrtlrcr rlil'[r:rcnr:r., which is not, I think, so
fundarrrt:ntirl, lrut wlrit;h ccrtrrirrly has existed between most
lnlrritionists trrtl rrrost 'lt,lcologists. A 'feleologist cannot
rt:usonrrlrly t;tkr: irrlo irccount anything less than the whole
o[ tlrt: (:ons(.(lucn(:cs iutcndcd by the agent. For he has to
corrsi<k.r tlrc t:onrlucivcrrcss of the action to good or evil
rr:srrlts, ;rrrrl it would sccrn quite arbitrary to exclude from
Iris srrrvr:y rtny part of the consequences which the agent
forcsrrw and dcsircd r-rr tolerated. But many Intuitionis+s
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have held that the rightness or wrongness of an action was
completely determined by certain characteristics of a certain
restricted part of its total intended consequences. If, e.g.,
its immediate consequences had a certain characteristic,
then it would be right (or, wrong) no matter what might be

its remoter
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right (or wrong)." Now most Intuitionists have claimed to
know some propositions of this kind by direct insight into
the terms. Now it is difRcult to see how they could possibly
do this unless they knew that all but the immediate consequences, and all but a few of the characteristics oI these,
were irrelevant to the rightness or wrongness of the action.
To define a type of action, such as " lying ", we must take
a few outstanding features of the act or of its immediate
consequences. In any concrete instance of lying the act
will have many remote consequences which the agent can
foresee ; and all its consequences, immediate and remote,
will have many characteristics beside the one which makes
it a lie by definition. Any Intuitionist who claims to be
able to see that every lie as such must be wrong is claiming
to see that all the remoter consequences of a lie, and all the
other characteristics of the consequences except those

consequences and no matter what might be the

other characteristics of its immediate consequences. E.g.,

if I were asked a question
about a certain matter, it would be my duty to make such
a statement as would produce a true belief on that matter,
even though I knew that its remoter consequences would be
false beliefs on other matters, and even though the belief
which I produce wouid be intensely painful to my hearer
in addition to being true.
I do not think that there is any logical necessity for a
person who admits that there is a sense of " right " which
apptries to actions and intentions and is not analysable into
" conducive to good consequences " to go to these extremes.
He might reasonably hold that the rightness or wrongness
some Intuitionists would hold that,

involved in the definition of the act as a .. lie ,,, are irrelevant

to the wrongness of the act.
It is now easy to see what is the connexion between the
epistemological division of ethical theories into Intuitionist
and llnrpirical and thc ontological division of them into
I)eontological and Tclcological. (o) As we have seen, on a
Telcological thcory, both singular judgments of the form:
" This act is right (or wrong) " and universal judgments of
thc form : " All acts of a certain kind are right (or wrong) ,,
essentirrlly involvc judgments about all the consequences of
the act
'r cl*ss of acts so far as these can be foreseen at all.
Such judgments are of course purely empirical, like a1l
judgments which involve particular causal laws. So a
teleological theory is, to this extent, necessarily an empirical
or inductive theory. (b) Nevertheless, every Teleological
theory does involve at least one a priori judgment. For it

of an action was determined by certain of the characteristics
of all its intended consequences. But I think it is true that
certain forms of Intuitionism could hardly be held if this
view were taken. The point is this. Teleological theories
would make all statements about the rightness or wrongness
of classes of action into empirical propositions about general
tendencies. We might be able to conclude by induction
from past experience that lying generally has bad consequences; but we could not be sure that eaery Lie, under
existing circumstances, or a.ny lie, under certain conceivable
circumstances, would have such consequences. Hence, on
a teleological theory, there could be no propositions of the
form : " Such and such a type of action would aiways be

I
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will always involve some-judgment of the form: " Anything
that had a certain non-ethical characteristic (e.g., pleasantness) would necessarily be intrinsically good." Such judgments have nothing to do with causation. They claim to
express a necessary connexion between a certain non-ethical

characteristic and the ethical characteristic of goodness.
The only kind of induction on which they are based is what
Mr Johnson calls " intuitive induction ", such as we use in
coming to see that shape and size are necessarily connected,
and not what he calls " problematic induction," such as we
use in making the probable generalisation that all cloveniooted animals chew the cud. (c) Any Deontological theory
which claims to make universal judgments of the form:
" A11 acts of such and such a kind are right (or wrong) "
does claim to make a friori judgrnents in a sense in which
teleological theories deny that they can be made. For it
defines the kind of action under consideration by one or a
few characteristics of its im,med,iate consequences ; and it
claims to see that these sufi,ce to make all such actions right
(or wrong), and that the more remote consequences and the
other characteristics of the consequences will always be
irrelevant to the rightness (or wrongness) of the action. It
is plain that, if such judgments can be made at all, they
must be a priori. They may be compared with the judgment
that, if the sides of a triangle be equal, t};ris sufi,ces to make
it equiangular, and that the size, position, colour, etc., of
the triangle are irrelevant. A Deontologist of this kind is
called by Sidgrvick either a dogmatic ot a lhilosophic
Intuitionist. The distinction between these two subdivisions
corresponds to the distinction which we have drawn between
plural,istic and monistic Deonlologists. For a Dogmatic
Intuitionist is one who holds that there are many independent
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intuitively certain judgments asserting that such and such
kinds of action are necessarily right (or wrong). And a
Philosophic Intuitionist is one who holds that all the more
concrete judgments of this kind can be subsumed under one
or a few supreme moral principles which are intuitively
certain. It is worth while to remark at this point that,
although it is theoretically possible for a teleological theory
to be pluralistic (since it may hold that there are several
independent characteristics, each of which would suffice to
make a thing intrinsically good), and although it is theoretically possible for a deontological theory to be monistic, yet
in fact teleological theories have tended to be monistic and
deontological theorics to be pluralistic. No one has produced
a plausible monistic deontological theory ; whilst universalistic hedonism is a fairly plausible form of monistic teleological
theory. And this fact has often made people prefer teleological theories, since monism in such matters is more
satisfactory to the intellect than pluralism.
(d) As I have said, a Deontologist might hold that it was
necessary to consider all the foreseen consequences of an
action lrcfore one could decide whether it was right or

wrong.

If

such a Deontologistlmade universal judgments
about the rightness or wrongness of certain types of action
he would have to confi.ne them to statements about general
tendencies, just as the Teleologist has to do. He could not
say :. " Every lie is as such necessarily wrong," though, in
the case of any particular lie, he might be able to say that
lhis lie is certainly right or certainly wrong. He could,
nrr rloubt, make the generalisation that anylie told in exactly
similnr circumstances with exactly similar foreseen conN(xlu(lnccs would necessarily be right, lf this lie be right, or
wr()trg, il this lie be wrong. But such generalisations are
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strong impulses with genuine
intellectual insight, and to judge as wrong what we impulsively dislike. Secondly, rules which really rest on custom

we are liable

hardly worth making. This kind of Deontologist seems to
be what Sidgwick means by an ,i0sthetic Intuitionist.
(r, z) This is perhaps as much as we need say on the
general topic of Intuitionism. We can now pass to Sidgwick's
criticism of the morality of common-sense. Into the details
of this I shall not enter. The essence of the matter is this.
Sidgwick holds that common-sense does ciaim to be able to
see by inspection that certain types of action are necessarily
right (or wrong) without regard to the goodness or badness
of their consequences. And, although it does not ignore
intended consequences, since it defines many types of action
by reference to some of the characteristics of some of their
intended consequences, yet it holds that certain characteristics
of the immed,iate consequences sufice to make such actions
Common-sense then is dogmatically
intuitive, though this does not necessarily imply that it
does not use other and incompatible criteria of right and
wrong. This seems to me to be true.
The upshot of his very elaborate discussion of commonsense morality is as follows. If there be genuine moral
axioms they must fulfil the following conditions. Their
terms must be clear and distinct; the propositions themselves must continue to seem self-evident no matter how
carefully they be examined, and no matter with what
difficulties we may confront them; and they must be
mutually consistent. Moreover, it is important that there
should be a clear consensus of opinion in their favour. If
something seems self-evident to me and does not seem so
to someone else who, so far as I can see, is as competent
as I and is really contemplating the same situation as f,
I am reduced to a state of hesitation. There are two special
dangers about alleged ethical axioms. In the first place,

to
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and the opinion of the society in which we have been brought
up may gain the appearance of moral axioms. A grown

right (or wrong).

I

man seems to himself to know intuitively what politeness
or honour or fashion forbids. Yet such codes certainly have
been imposed on him from without, and are largely lacking
ln rational justification. It is quite certain that commonsense morality contains a great deal of material of this kind.
Now a careful discussion of the alleged axioms of commonsense morality shows that they do not answer to the required
conditions. Agreement exists only so long as we keep to
vague generalities and simple cases. As soon as we go into
detail doubts and dif0culties arise, both as to the meaning
of the terms and as to the range of application of the
principies. The central part of each duty seerns clear, but
it is surrounded with a margin of uncertainty. And, when
the duties which it has laid down as absolute and unexceptionable conflict, common-sense either suggests no
principlc of rcconciliation, or one so complex and qualified
:rs to bc rro longr:r sclf-cvi<ltrtt, or clsc it falls back on some
tclcol<lgical principlt: sttt:lt rts Utilitarianism.
\
I think lltirt itttyotu: wlto rcads tltc relevant chapters in
Sidgwir:k will irgr<:t: tlurt tltc cxtrcme form of Intuitionism
which h<: rrst'r'illcs to t:ornmon-scnsc cannot be maintained.
Arr<l lrt: is rro rLrrrlrt riglrt in thinking that common-sense
w;rrrls lo lrokl sortrctlting like this, and retreats from it only
at tlrt: ;roint of thc bayonet. Sidgwick's conclusion is that
wc irrc fort:t:d to a mainly teleological view, eked out by
a fcw vcry abstract intuitions about right and wrong modes
of distributing good and evil. This does not seem to me to
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be certain ; and I propose as briefly as possible, and therefore
somewhat dogmaticaily,

to state a form of

Intuitionism
which is not open to Sidgwick's objections and is not
flagrantly in conflict with reflective common-sense.
(a) Whenever a man is called upon either to act or to
abstain from action he is in presence of a highly complex
situation, composed of pre-existing persons, institutions, and
things, in various relations to each other and to himself.
Let us call this the " initial phase,,. Whether he acts or
abstains from action this phase will be succeeded by others.
The initial phase, together with its subsequent d.evelopments,
may be called a " total course of events,,. If the agent
abstains from action there will be what I will call an
" unmodified course of events ". If he acts he will introduce
an additional cause-factor into ",the initial phase, and this
will make the subsequent phases, and therefore the total
course of events, different from what they would otherwise
.have been. We then have a " modified course of events',.
According to what action he performs we shall have a
correspondingly different modified course of events. Now
of course each phase will itself be highly complex. If we
denote the unmodified course by F,F,
. Fo, then any
phase such as F, will consist of factors which we might
symbolise by f,,, f*,
fr-. Suppose that, instead of
abstaining from action, the man does a certain act x. The
initial phase will then consist of all the factors in F. together
with the additional factr:r x, which of course will not simply
be added to the rest but will stand in perfecfly definite
relations to them. The subsequent phases will be modified
in a characteristic way by the addition of this cause-factor
to the initial phase and will become F:F: . . . FJ.
(D) Now it seems to me that we t
to distiiguish two

"ri
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quite different ethical features of the action x, viz., its
fittingness or unfittingness to the total course of events as
modified by it, and its utility or disutility. I will now try
to explain what I mean by these two notions. Fittingness
or unfittingness is a direct ethical relation between an action
or emotion and the total course of events in which it takes
place. As this course of events consists of a number of
successive phases, it is possible that a certain action may
be fitting to some of the phases and unfitting to others. In
particular it might be " immediately fitting ", i.e., it might
be appropriate to the initial phase F,, but it might be unfitting to some or all of the later modified phases Fi, etc.
Again, since each phase is itself complex, the action might
be fltting to certain factors of a certain phase but unfitting
to other factors of that phase. It is quite easy to give
examples. If I am asked a certain question and answer it
in a certain way I may be answering that question truly but
my answer may lead to subsequent false inferences. It
might then be said that this answer was fitting to the initial
phase, but was unfitting to subsequent phases in the course
of events as modified by it. It would then become a question
whether a true answer, or a lie, or silence was the most
fitting action on the whole, given the initial phase. The
second complication may be illustrated as follows. I ma)
be an elector to an office, and one of the cand"idates may
have done me a service. To prefer him to a better qualified
candidatc would fit one aspect of the situation, since it
would be rewarding a benefactor; but it would be untrtting
to other factors in the situation, since it would be an act
of bad faith to the institution which was employing me as
an elector and an act of injustice to the other candidates.
The statement that " x is more fitting to be done in the
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situation I', than y is " means that x is more fitting to the
whole course of events F,F; . . . F* than y is to the whole
course of events F,F', . . . FJ. The fittingness of an act to
a whole course of events wilt be a function of its fittingness
or unfittingness to each phase in the series, and its fittingness
to any phase in the series will be a function oI its fittingness
or unfittingness to each factor or aspect of that phase. By
analogy with mechanics we may talk of the " resultant
fittingness " and the various " component fittirignesses ".
But, unfortunately, there is no simple general rule, like the
parallelogram of forces, by which the resultant fittingness
can be calculated from the various component fittingnesses.

(c) Having now tried to explain what I mean by the
" fittingness " of an action, I will aext consider its " utility ".
We have now to leave out of account the relations of
fittingness or unfittingness between an action and the
modified course of events which it initiates, and to consider
simply the intrinsic goodness or badness of such a course of
events. This will be determined by the qualities of the
component events and their relations to each other. The
statement that " x is more useful to be done than y in the
situation F," means that, apart from all reference to fittingness and unfittingness the course of events F,Fl . . . FI
is on the whole intrinsically better than the course of events
F,F] . . . FJ. The intrinsic goodness of a whole course of
events is a {unction of the intrinsic goodness or badness of
its successive phases, and the intrinsic goodness or badness
of any phase is a function of the intrinsic goodness or
badness of its various factors or aspects. If Hedonism were
true our calculations would be simplified, because no characteristic blrt pleasure or pain would have to be considered
in our estimate. But the notion of utility is wider than this,
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and it would still have application even if the Hedonistic
view of what constitutes intrinsic goodness were found to
be inadequate or false. We have to take account of the
consequences of an act both in considering its fittingness
and in considering its utility in a given initial situation.
For the act has not to fit merely th;e initial phase or the
total course of events which woulil have occurred if the
initial phase had been allowed to develop without interference from the agent. It has to fit the total. course of
events which wil,l, occar if the initial phase is modified by it
as an additional cause-factor. And of course it is still more
obvious that utility in a given situation involves a reference
to consequences. For it just is the causal characteristic of
producing a course of events which have such qualities or
such relations among themselves as to be intrinsically good.
(d) Now it seems to me that the rightness or \ilrongness
of an action in a given initial situation is a function of its
fittingness in that situation and its utility in that situation.
The pure Deontologist would deny that its utility or disutility was relevant to its rightness or wrongness. The pure
Teleologist would deny that there is such a relation as
direct fittingness or unfittingness, and would make its
rightness or wrongness depend entirely on its utility or
disutility. Both these extremes seem to me to be wrong,
and to be in flagrant conflict with common sense. A;
against thc pure Teleologist I would say that we all do
recognise relations of fittingness and unflttingness. And, as
against the pure Deontologist, I would say that we do
think it reasonable to weigh utility against fittingness;
and that a sane person judges it right, though regrettable,
to do an act which is unfittiirg if this be the only means
open to him of avoiding a course of events which, from
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their qualities and their mutual relations, would be intrinsically very evil. " It hath been the wisdom of the Church of
Engl,and,, ever since the first compiling .oI her Publick
Liturgy, to keep the mean between the two extreams, of
too much stiffness in refusing, and of too much easiness in
admitting any variation from it." And I intend to follow
the excellent example of my national Church.
(e) If I am right, the kind of Intuitionist with whom
Sidgwick contends in his discussion of the morality of
common-sense makes two fundamental mistakes. In the
first place, he id.entif,es rightness with fittingness, and fails
to see that utility is also a factor in determining rightness.
Secondly, he takes far too simple-minded a view of fittingness. He thinks that the fittingness of an action is completely
determined by its relations to the initial situation or the
phase that immediately succeeds it. And he forgets that
even these phases may be very complex, and that the
fittingness of the action to each factor must be considered.
It seems quite clear that the Intuitionist wiil have to
moderate his claims very greatly. He will be confined to
statements about tendencies to be right and tend,encias to be
wrong. He can say that a lie has a very strong tendency
to be wrong, and that it wili be wrong unless telling the
truth would have very great disutility or unless the situation
be of a certain special kind in which it is a matter of honour
to shield a third person. And it is very doubtful whether
any general rules can be given for balancing one kind of
fittingness against another or for balancing fittingness on
the whole against utility on the whole. When it comes to
estimating resultant fittingness from component fittingnesses
and unfittingnesses, and to estimating total rightness from
total fittingness and total utility, we are soon reducei to
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something analogous to those perceptual judgments on very

complex situations which we have constantly to make in
playing games of skill. No doubt this is an unsatisfactory
conclusion, and at first sight it compares iU urith the sweet
simplicity of Utilitarianism. But, if it is so, it is so. And
perhaps wer may say that Utilitarianism is at once too
simple in theory and too dif&cult in practice to satisfy
either the philosopher or the plain man for very
long.

It

remains to say something about the few highly abstract
principles which Sidgwick does regard as intuitively certain.

-

They are the following. (i) If an action would be right
when done by A and wrong when done by B in precisely
the sirmc circumstances, there must be some qualitative
dissirnilarity between A and B which accounts for this.
Thc mere fact that B is numerically other than A is irrelevant.
(ii) If an action would be right when done by A to B and

would be wrong when done in precisely similar circumstances by A to C, there must be some qualitative dissimilarity between B and C to account for this. The mere
fact thai B is numerically other than C is irrelevant. (iii)
Arry gcncral rule ought to be applied impartially to all
pcrsons who comc within thp scope of the rule.
I will comment on these three principles before I mention
thc otht:rs which Sidgwick accepts. The first two, though
rrot rrbsolrrtcly vcrbal, are extraordinarily triviat. Any pair
of irrrlivi<lrrtls always do differ qualitatively from each other
in ilrnrrnrcrtlrlc ways. Some of these qualitative differences
arc, tntl sorno irrc not, ethically relevant. And qualitative
dissiruiltritir:s which are ethically relevant to certain types
of action will bc cthically irrelevant to others. If A admires
red hair and IJ docs not, this may make it right for A and
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wrong for B to propose marriage to the red-haired C; and
it may make it right for A to propose to C but wrong for
him to propose to the otherwise similar but yellow-haired D.
But if A had to rescue either C or D from drowning, and
could not rescue both, the difference in the colour of their
hair would not be an adequate ground for saving one and
Ietting the other drown. What we want are some selfevident principles as to precisely what kinds of qualitative
differences are relevant and what are irrelevant grounds for
two people to act diflerentiy in similar circumstances or
for the same person to act differently in similar circumsfances towards two people. Sidgwick's principles are
rather like the famous Pilncifle of Indffirence in Probability.
Two alternatives are equally protable if there be no relevant
dissimilarities between them ; but what kinds of dissimilarity
are relevant and what are not ? If I had the chance of
saving the life of one, but not of both, of two persons,
would the fact that one was my mother and that the other
was my second cousin be a relevant ground for saving the
former ? As regards the third'principle it is difficult to see
that it states an absolutely unexceptionable duty. Certainly,
if I have to administer a rule inflicting a penalty on all
members of a certain defined class, it wili be both unfitting

and contrary to utility if I inflict the penalty on some
of the class and not on others. And I shall be
inexcuiable if I break it in favour of someone who does not
difier relevantly from those on whom I inflict the penalty.
But this is merely a particular case of the second rule.
Suppose, however, that I see that there is a relevant difference
between certain members of the class contemplated by the
rule and others, am I never to break the rule in their
favour ? May not the unfittingness of ignoring these relevant
members
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differences in some cases outweigh the unfittingness and the

disutility of making exceptions to the rule which it is my
duty to administer ? Such conflicts plainly can arise where
a man has to administer an obviously unjust and inadequate
rule; ind, when they reach a certain degree of acuteness, it

I

is very hard to be sure about the duty of the officer. We
mrght be inclined to say that it was his duty to break the
rule, but that his empl,qters would have a fight to punish
him for doing so.
I pass now to Sidgwick's three remaining principles.
(iv) Mere difierence in the date in one's life in which any
good is to be enjoyed makes no difference to its value.
This, as he points out, is quite compatible with its being
reasonable to prefer a nearer to a remoter good on the
grounds of the greater likelihood of getting it, of greater
keenness of appreciation in youth, and so on. The only
doubt that I feel about this principle is concerned with
order in time. Most people would be inclined to think that
a life which began unhappily and ended happily was to be
preferred to one, containing the same balance of happiness,
which began happily and ended unhappily. It is difficult
to be sure whether they really think that mere order is
relevant, as their language would suggest. For there are
the secondary pleasures a^nd pains of anticipation and
memory to be considered. The anticipation of happiness
is always pleasant, and is perhaps more so if one is now
unhappy. The anticipation of unhappiness is always unpleasant, and is perhaps more so if one is now happy. The
memory of past happiness tends to be painful if one is now
unhappy; whilst the memory of past unhappiness is on
the whole not unpleasant if one is now happy. Now the
primary happiness of the earlier half of the one life may be
P
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by the secondary unhappiness of anticipating the
primary unhappiness of its later half ; and the primary
unhappiness of its later half will certainly be increased by
reduced

being able to produce them in him, or less certain that such

states in him would be good, or can see that more gocd
would be sacrificed in me than would be produced in him.

the secondary pain of remembering the lost primary happiness

of the first

about the principle.

The two remaining principles are of extreme importance
connexion with the controversy between Egoistic and
Non-egoistic types of ethical theory. They are as follows.
(v) The good of any one individual is of no more importance,
from the point of view of the Universe, than the equal good
of anyother. And (vi) it is my dutyto aim at good generally,
so far as I can bring it about, and not merely at a particular
part of it. From these two principles he deduces what he
calls the Principl,e of Rational, Beneaol,ence, iz., that I ought
to try to produce good states in any other individual as
much as in myself, except in so far as I am less certain of

in

It

half. In the case of the other

tife the primary
unhappiness of the first half may be reduced by the seco4dar5r
pleasure of anticipating the primary happiness of the second
half ; and the primary happiness of the second half will not
be reduced, and may be increased, by the memory of the
primary unhappiness of the first half. So perhaps the truth
of the matter is simply this. Of two lives which contain
the same amounts of. frimary happiness and unhappiness,
occurring in opposite order in time, the life in which the
primary unhappiness precedes the primary happiness will
contain more secondary happihess and less second,ary :unhappiness than that in which the primary happiness precedes
the primary unhappiness. If this be the whole truth, the
case under discussion is no real exception to Sidgwick's
principle. But I do not feel completely certain that it is
the whole truth, and to that extent I feel a faint doubt
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wiU be best to defer the discussion oT these two
principles and of Sidgwick,s inference from them till we
deal with the question of Egoism. In the meanwhile I
think we can say that, on their negative side, Sidgwick,s
principles are principles of. indffirence or impartiality.
They
tell us that certain kinds of difference, viz., the numerical
difference between one individual and another, and the
difference in temporal position between one event in a
man's life and another, are not ethically relevant grounds
for a difference of action or treatment or valuation. On
their positive side they assert that a difference in action
or treatment or valuation always d.oes need, justification,
and that it must be justified by some kind of dissimilarity
of quality or relation.
(z) Hed,onism. We can now pass to the type of theory
called " Hedonism ", which is a form of teleological theory.
As I have said, the discussion is best subdivided into
(2, t) Hed,onism in General; (2, z) Egoistic Hed.onism,. and
(2, 3) Uniaersalistic Hedonisrn or Utilitarianism.
(2, r) We divided this into (2, n) The Ethical probl,em,
and (2, rz) The Factual, Problem. I will now say something
about each of these in turn.
(2, tt) Since Hedonism, in its most rigid form, would
be a purely teleological theory, a comprete discussion of it
woulcl have to begin by considering whether an5z purely
teleological theory of ethics could possibly be ,a"q,rut".
This question we have arready discussed in connexio" *itr,
Intuitionism, and we need say nothing further about it.
In ony case Sidgwick, though a Hedonist, is not a pure
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teleologist, since his six ethicai intuitions are deontologrcal
propositions. The ethical question that remains is this'
i. il tn" case that nothing is intrinsically good or bad except
has any
experiences, that no characteristic of an experience
bearing on its intrinsic value except its pleasantness or
painfulness, and that the measure of its intrinsic value
is the nett balance of pleasantness over painfulness which
I I I'
characterises it? sidgwick discusses this question in B ook
Chop.

XIV.

seems to me important to begin by trying to
" a pain
a clear idea of what we mean by " a pleasure " and

It

get

"

;

for, on this point psychologists, to my mind, are very
confused. The old tripartite division subdivides all mental
it
events into Cognitions, Conations, and Feelings' And
pains'
seerns to identify " Feelings " with pleasures and
and
unsatisfactory
Now this seems to me to be a radicatly
unscientific division. I would first divide mental events
into those which are and those which are not directed to
objects. If there be any members of the second class' and
r inir,t it is plausible to maintain that there are, r confine
the name " Feelings " to them. In the first class would
certainly come Cognitions, Conations, and Emotions' You
cannot cognise without cognising something, or will without
willing something, or have an emotion without having it

towards something. As regards those mental events which
are called " Sensations," it seems to me that some' a'g''
visual and auditory sensations, are plainly Cognitions' and
therefore fall into the first cliass. with regard to others it
go
is difficult in practice to decide whether they ought to

intothefirstorthesecondclass,thoughitiscertainthat

other'
any one of them must in fact go into one class or the
get
from
we
There are some "Sensations", e'g',those which
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in our bodies, which are often called " Feelings ",
and which it seems highly plausible, though not absolutely
necessary, to put in the second class. Now I am very much
M'Taggart that really all members of
. inclined to agree with
the first class are Cognitions. It is plain that Emotion and
Conation presuppose cognition, and that it is cognition
which provides them with their objects. Now it seems
plausible to suggest thal, e.g., to fear something just fs to
cognise that thing and to have this cognition " toned " or
qualified in a certain characteristic way. In fact to fear an
object is to cognise it " fearfully " ; to desire an object is
to cognise it " desiringly " ; and so on. Of course these
qualitative differences among cognitions carry with them
all kinds of causal, differences. If I cognise an object fearfully my subsequent mental states and bodily actionp will
tend to be characteristically different from what they would
be if I cognised it desiringty. If this be so, the fundamental
division of mental events is into Cognitions and Feelings.
And a cognition is called an " Emotion " if it has any one
of the innumerable specific kinds of emotional quality; ii
is called a " Conation " if it has the " desire-aversion "
quality; and so on. It seems plain that these qualities are
not mutually exclusive, like determinates under the same
determinable. The very same cognition may have several
different emotional qualities and also the conative qualit5r.
It will then count both as a conation and as a mixed emotion.
We are now in a position to deal with pleasures and
pains. It seems to me that there is a quality, which we
cannot define but are perfectly well acquainted with, which
processes

may be called " Hedonic Tone ". It has the two determinate
forms of Pleasantness and Unpleasantness. And, so far as
I can see, it can belong both to Feelings and to those
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Cognitions which are also Emotions or Conations. Whether
it can belong to Cognitions which have neither an emotional
nor a conative quality, if such there be, is more doubtful.

" A pleasure " then is simply any mental event which has
the pleasant form o{ hedonic tone, and " a pain " is simply
any kind of mental event which has the unpleasant form
of hedonic tone. There is not a special kind, of. mental
events, called " pleasures and pains " ; and to think that
there is is as if one should solemnly divide human beings
into men, women, and blondes. It is of course true that the
commonest, and some of the most intense, pleasures and
pains are feelings, in my sense of the word. But remorse,
which is memory of certain events, having a certain emotional

tone, is plainly a pain as much.,as toothache. And hope,
which is expectation of certain events, having a certain
emotional tone, is plainly as much a pleasure as the sensation
of smeli which we get from a rose or a violet.
Now any mental event which has hedonic quality will
always have other quaiities as we1l, and its specific hedonic
quality will often be causally determined by its specific
non-hedonic qualities. Thus the painfulness of remorse and
the pleasantness of hope are determined respectively by the
specific kinds of emotional quality which these two cognitions
have. And this is even more obvious in the case of bodily
feelings. Headaches and toothaches are both pains, for they
both have unpleasant hedonic tone. But each has its own
specific sensible quality of " headachiness " and " toothachiness", beside further modifications, such as "stabbingness",
" throbbingness ", etc., which may be common to both.
And the painfulness of these feelings seems to be causally
determined by their non-hedonic sensible qualities. At this
point I cannot refrain from throwing out an
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question which I must not pursue further. Is the connexion
between such and such non-hedonic qualities and such and
such a form of hedonic quality merely causal and logically
contingent, or is

possible

it intrinsically necessary ? Is it, a.g.,logically

that there should have been minds which

had

experiences exactly like our experiences of acute toothache
in all their sensible qualities, but in whom these sensations
were pl,easantl,y toned ? The reader may find it amusing to

speculate on this question for himself.

We can now deal with the question of pleasures and
pains of different quality, which Mill raised, but which he
and his critics have so lamentably failed to state clearly.
We must first divide the characteristics of any experience
into Pure Qualities and Relational properties. We must
then further subdivide the Pure eualities into Hedonic and
Non-hedonic, and the Relational properties into Causal and
Non-causal. Take, e.g., remorse. Its hedonic quality is
unpleasantness. It has, beside, that characteristic emotional
quality in virtue of which we call it ,, remorse,,. It has
the non-causal relational property of being a cognition of
one's own past misdeeds. And it may have the causal
property of tending to make us avoid in future such actions
as we are now regretting. Now it is perfecfly plain that
there are " differences of quality " among pleasures and
pains in the sense that two experiences which were exactly
alike in hedonic quality might differ in non-hedonic quatity
(as a headache and a toothache do), or in non-causal relational
property, or in causal property. The pure Hedonist holds
that differences of non-hedonic quality and non-causal
relational property make no difference to the intrinsic value
of an experience. Nothing is relevant to the value of the
experience except its hedonic quality and a certain one
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of its causal properties, viz., what Bentham called its
" fecundity ". Fecundity is the causal property of tending
to produce other experiences which are pleasant or painful.
Mill presumably held that, although no experience would
have any intrinsic value, positive or negative, unless it were
pleasant or painful, yet of two experiences which had
precisely the same hedonic quality and precisely the same
fecundity one might be better than the other in virtue of
some difference in non-hedonic quality, or in non-causal
relational property, or in some causal property other than
fecundity. This view appears to be perfectly consistent
logically, whether it be in fact true or not.
There is, however, another and more subtle sense in
which it is conceivable that pleasures or pains might " differ
in quality ". It is commonly assumed that hedonic tone is
a determinable quality having two and only two determinate
forms under it, viz., pleasantness and unpleasantness, though
of course each can be present in various degrees of intensity.
This may very well be true ; but there is another possibility
which is at least worth mentioning. Is it not possible that
there may be several different determinate forms of pleasantness and unpleasantness, just as there are several different
shades of redness and several different shades of blueness ?
If this were admitted, it might be held that nothing is
relevant to the goodness or badness of an experience except

its hedonic quality and its fecundity, and yet that

two

experiences which had exactly the same degree of pleasantness and the same fecundity might differ in value because
they had this pleasantness in different determinate forms.

It is just conceivable that Mill may have meant this. He
was so confused that he probably did not himself know
precisely what he meant; very likely he was thinking in
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vague way of both these entirely different senses of
" qualities of pleasure ", without ever clearly distinguishing
them. A person who took the present view might be called
a " pure hedonist " but not a " purely quantitative hedonist ".
As regards the characteristics which make an experience
intrinsically good or bad. Sidgwick is definitely a pure
quantitative hedonist. He seems not to have envisaged the
possibility which I have described as pure, but not purely
quantitative, hedonism. And his discussion is to some
extent confused by the assumption that pleasures and pains
are a specific kind of experience, instead of being any kind
of experience which happens to have pleasantness or

a

painfulness.

I do not propose to go into the details of Sidgwick's
argument. In the end, as he is well areare, each man must
decide such questions for himself by direct inspection. AU
that the philosopher can do is to make sure that no relevant
facts have been ignored, that no logical fallacies are committed, and that the issue is not confused by verbal
ambiguities. I will therefore put the matter as briefly and
clearly as I can in my own way. The contention which we
have to examine is that no relational property of an
experience, and no quality of it except its hedonic quality,
has any bearing on its intrinsic goodness or badness. If
this were so, it would follow that no causal characteristic
of it can have any bearing on its goodness or badness as a
means except its fecundity, i.e., its tendency to produce
pleasant or painful experienceg. I shall first try to convince
the reader that this is not in fact true. And I shall then try
to point out the kind of fallacy which is,I think, committed
by those persons who profess to show that it is true.
(i) Since this is a general propositioa, it can be refuted
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if we can produce a single convincing contrary instance.
Now consider the state of mind which is called " malice ".
Suppose that I perceive or think of the undeserved misfortunes o{ another man with pleasure. Is it not perfectly
plain that this is an intrinsically bad state of mind, not
merely in spite of , btfi because o/, its pleasantness ? Is it
not plain that any cognition which has the relational
property of being a cognition of another's undeserved misfortunes and the hedonic quality of pleasantness will be
uorse in proportion as the pleasantness is more intense ?
No doubt malice is a state of mind which on the whole
tends to increase human misery. But surely it is clear that
we do not regard it as evil, simply as a means. Even if we
were quite sure that all maiice would be impotent, it seems
clear to me that we should condemn it as intrinsically bad.
This.example, if it be accepted, not only refutes the
general contention of the pure hedonist, but also brings out
an important positive fact. Malice is not intrinsically bad
simply because it is pleasant ; many pleasant states are
intrinsically good. And it is not intrinsically bad simply
because it has the relational property of being a cognition
of another's undeserved happiness; the sorrowful cognition
of such an object would not be intrinsically bad. The
intrinsic badness rrf malice depends qn the combination
of being pleasant with having this particular kind of object.
We must therefore be prepared for the possibility that
there is no single simple characteristic which is necessary
and sufficient to make an experience intrinsically good or
bad. It may be that intrinsic goodness or badness always
depends on the combination of certain characteristics in the
same experience. Any experience which combined the
characteristics c, and c, might be intrinsically good; any
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that combined c, and c, might be intrinsically bad; whilst
experiences which combined c, and c, might be neutral.
(ii) Let us now consider what seems to me to be the

fallacy in the arguments of pure hedonists. We must begin
by remarking that it is logically impossible that an experience
should have no characteristic except hedonic quality. It is
as clear that no experience could be merely pleasant or
painful as that nothing could be black or white without
also having some shape and some size. Consequently the
hedonist can neither produce nor conceive an instance of
an experience which was just pleasant or painful and nothing
more; and so he cannot judge by direct inspection that
hedonic quality is necessary and sufflcient to determine
intrinsic value. He is therelore reduced to reflecting on
instances in which hedonic quality is combined with nonhedonic characteristics. Now the utmost that he can do is
this. He can take in turn each of the non-hedonic characteristics of experiences which could with any plausibility be
thought to affect their intrinsic value. These can occur, or
be conceived to occur, without hedonic quality, or with
various degrees of pleasantness and various degrees of
painfulness. He will claim to establish by inspection propositions of the following kind with regard to each of these
non.hedonic characteristics. (a) When this characteristic is
present and hedonic quality is absent the experience has no
intrinsic value. (b) When this characteristic is present and
hedonic quality is also present the experiencg has intrinsic
value. (c) The determinate kind of value (goodness or
badness) varies with the determinate kind of hedonic quality
(pleasantness or unpleasantness), and its degree varies with
the degree of the hedonic quality. Variations in the deter.minate form or in the degree of this non-hedonic characteristic
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make no difference to the determinate form or the degree of

value of the experience.

I

do not think that any hedonist could possibly claim
more than to establish these propositions in turn about each
non-hedonic characteristic of an experience which seemed
worth cortsldering. I have tried to show by a contrary
instance that the third of them, at any rate, is not true.
But suppose, for the sake of argument that they were all
true, what could legitimately be inferred ? You could
legitimately infer that hedonic quality is necessary to give
intrinsic value to an experience. You could legitimately
infer that none of these other characteristics is necessary to
give intrinsic value to an experience; i.e., that, if you take
any one of them, an experience.could be intrinsically good
or bad without possessing that one. But it would not be
legitimate to infer that any experience could have intrinsic
value if it had none of these characteristics. For it might
be that, although an experience which had hedonic quality
could have intrinsic value without c, being present, and
could have it without c, being present, . and could have
it without co being present, yet it could not have intrinsic
value unless one or other ot the non-hedonic characteristics
c1, cs, .
c! were present in addition to the hedonic
quality. To take a parallel case; there is no area which a
thing must have in order to be round, but it cannot be round
without having some area or other. Thus, even if all the
premises which the most optimistic hedonist could demand
were granted to him, he would have no right to conclude
that the hedonic quality of an experience is swfi,cient as well
as il,ecessary to give it intrinsic value. Even if the aariati,ons
in intrinsic value were dependent on variations in hedonic
quality and totally independent of variations'in any non-
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hedonic characteristic, it might still be the case that intrinsic
value would not be present qt all, unless there were some
non-hedonic characteristic in addition to the hedonic quality.
To take a parallel case; the variations in the time of swing
of a pendulum are independent of variations in the mass of
the pendulum-bob. But it would not swing at all if the bob
had no mass.
All arguments for pure quantitative hedonism, including

Sidgrrick's, with which I am acquainted overlook these
elementary logical points. I conclude then that the arguments for this doctrine are certainly fallacious, and that the
doctrine itself is almost certainly false.
Here, if I were wise, I should leave the matter. But I
cannot resist the temptation of starting one more hare
before I turn to another topic. We have so far talked of
pleasantness and painfulness as two determinate forms of a
certain determinable quality (hedonic tone) which may belong
to any kind of experience. We have noted that it is a priori
impossible that any experience should have only hedonic
quality; it must always have some non-hedonic quality
(such as toothachiness, throbbingness, etc.), and this will
determine its hedonic quality. Now this suggests the
following possibility. Is it not possible that what we have
called " hedonic qual,ity " is really a relational, property and
not a quality at all ? Is it not possible that the statement :
" This experience of mine is pleasant " just means: " I like
this experience for its non-hedonic qualities " ? I may
dislike the experience as a whole, because it will have
causal and non-causal relational properties in addition to
its non-hedonic qualities. I like the experience of malice
for its emotional quality ; but I cannot confine my attention
to this. I have to consider also its relational property of
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having for its object the undeserved misfortunes of another;
and my dislike for the combination of this emotional quality
with this relational property overbalances my liking for the
experience regarded simply as having the emotional quality.
On this view we should no longer divide the qualities of an
experience into hedonic and non-hedonic. AII its qualities
would be non-hedonic. But, if its qualities were such that
I liked it for them it would be pleasant, and if its qualities
were such that I disliked it for them it would be painful.
And it would remain pleasant in the first case even though
I disliked it on the whole, and painful in the second case
even though I liked it on the whol,e. I think it is worth while
to throw out this suggestion ; but I do not wish to attach
much weight to it. My argument against pure quantitative
hedonism is independent of its truth or falsity. I am
inclined to think that Sidgwick is taking a somewhat similar
view in the very difficult discussion in Book II, Chap. II,
Sect. z, and in Booh III , Chap. XIV , Sect. 4.
(2, r-z) We can now pass to what I have called the
Faclual Problem of Hedonism. This is simply the question
whether approximately accurate estimates can be made of
the relative balance of pleasure and pain in alternative
future possible states of affairs. This is discussed in Book II,
Ckaps. III to 7.I inclusive. Naturally every difficulty
which there is in estimating the relative hedonic value of
alternative future states of oneself is intensified when one
tries to make such estimates about the states of other men,
as Utilitarianism needs to do. I have only one comment
to make. The admitted difficulties of forming such estimates
are olten alleged as a conclusive objection to Hedonism in
general and to Utilitarianism in particular. This is no
doubt legitimate as an ergumentum ad. hominem against any
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Hedonist who gives himself airs and maintains that it would
be easy to know what our duty is if Hedonism were true.
But the important fact for those of us who have no particular
ethical axe to grind is this. Hedonism has to be rejected,
not because it is too complicated, tut because it is far too
simple. On any ethical theory which attempts to do justice
to all the facts, estimates will have to be made in comparison
with which those demanded by Hedonism would be child's
play. In the fi.rst place, in judging ttre rightness of an action
we shall have to balance its fittingness to the total course
of events which it will modify against the intrinsic goodness
and badness of these modifled events. Secondly, as we have
seen, the estimation of this total fittingness involves an
elaborate balancing and composition of partial frttingnesses
and unfittingnesses. Lastly, we have now seen reason to
think that the intrinsic goodness or badness of any state
of affairs will depend on many different factors, of which
hedonic quality is only one. Living in such a glass-house,
we shall be most unwise to cast stones at Utilitarianism on
the ground of the impossible complexity of the estimates
which it demarrds of us.
This completes what I have to say about (2, r) Hedonism
in General. I do not think that it would be profitable to
comment separately on (2, z) Egoislic Hedonism and (2, 3)
Uniaersalislic Hed.onism. The only point that I wish to
make is that thcre would seem to be no need for an egoistic
teleological theory to be hedonistic. Green's theory of
Self-realisation as the ultimate end to be aimed at is plainly
a form of Egoism, and equally plainly not a form of -Hedonism.
Sidgwick's view appears to be (cf.. Booh I, Chap. VII) fhat
all other forms of Egoism are so vague as to be hardly
worth discussing. On investigation they prove either not
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to be egoistic or to be hedonistic. This may in fact be historically correct, but it does not seem clear that there could
not be a perfectly definite form of non-hedonistic Egoism.
However this may be, the important point which remains to
be discussed is the controversy of Ethical Egoism with Nonegoistic theories of ethics. This comes under the heading

(G)
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RBr,arroNs BETwEEN TrrE THREE Mernops.
We have already considered the relation of Intuitionism to
teleological types of ethical theory, and so we may confine
ourselves to the guestion mentioned above. Let us begin
by restricting the discussion to the case of happiness, and
afterwards reinove this restriction and consider the case of
goodness in general. There is no doubt as to what we mean
by " my happiness " and " your happiness " ; but, even if
Hedpnism be accepted, there may be a difficulty in saying
what is meant by " my good " and " your good " and
" the good".
The first point to notice is that the contrary opposite of
Egoistic Hedonism is not Universalistic, but Altruistic,
Hedonism. It will be worth while to state each oI the three
doctrines clearly at this point. Egoistic Hedonism says:
" You ought to sacrifice a.ny amoorrt of happiness in others
if you will thereby increase your own total happiness to tke
slightest ilegree more than you could by any other course
of action open to you." Altruistic Hedonism says: " You
ought to sacrifice any amowt of happiness in yourself if
you will thereby increase the total happiness of others
to the slightest degree more than you could by any other
course of action open to you." Universalistic Hedonism
says: " If a certain sacrifice of your own happiness will
so much increase that of others that the total netl amounl
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of happiness is increased, you ought to make this sacrifice;
and if a certain sacrifice of the happiness of others will so
much increase your own happiness that the total nett amount
is increased, you ought to sacrifice this amount of the
happiness of others." The Pure Egoist holds that it is his
duty to ignore the happiness of others, except as it may
afiect his own. The Pure Altruist holds that it is his duty
to ignore his own happiness, except as it may affect the
happiness of others. The Universalistic Hedonist holds
that it is his duty to consider simply the nett amount of
happiness, and to ignore the circumstance of whether it is
situated in himsell or in others.
Before going into details I will make certain obvious
comments. (i) It seems to me quite clear that commonsense would reject Pure Egoism as a grossly immoral doctrine.
(ii) When Altruism is clearly stated common-sense would.
hardly accept it even as an unattainable ideal. It hardly
condemns the doctrine as imrnoral; but it would use the
milder expressions " Quixotic " or " Fanatical " about it.
(iii) Universalistic Hedonism seems neither immoral nor
Quixotic, and yet I doubt whether common-sense would
feel perfectly comfortable about it. Some actions which
would be right if Universalistic Hedonism be true would
seem to common-sense to be rather coldly selfish, whilst
others would seem to be rather Quixotically altruistic. We
must allow for the fact that common-sense is rather confuserl ; and for the further fact that it may be desirable
to praise as an ideal what we should condemn as an actuality,
proviclcd we know that most people are likely to go wrong
by kecping too far from this ideal. This, I think, adequately
explains the rather embarrassed attitude which commonsensc takcs towards Altruism. It knows that most people
a
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tend to err on the egoistic side, and not on the altruistic.
It cannot very severely condemn occasional excesses in the
altruistic direction without seeming to condone lrequent
lapses in the egoistic direction. Yet, when Altruism is
clearly formulated as a general principle, it plainly does
not commend itself to the common-sense of enlightened and
virtuous persons. (iv) All three ethical theories PresuPpose
that neither psychol,ogical Egoism rror psyckol,ogical Altruism
is true. They assume that we can and do desire as ends
both our own happiness and the happiness of others; if
they did not, the " ought " in them would be meaningless.
Ethical Egoism holds that we ought not to let our desire for
the happiness of others lead us into actions which would be
detrimental to our own happiness ; Ethical Altruism holds that
we ought not to let our desire for our own happiness lead
us into actions which would be detrimental to the happiness
of others; and Universalistic Ethical Hedonism holds that we
ought not to let either desire lead us into actions which would
be detrimental to the nett total happiness. (v) Egoism
would have one great practical and theoretical advantage
over both Altruism and Universalism. It, and it only,
avoids the necessity of considering a " sum " or " aggregate "
oI happiness, which is not the happiness of anyune, but is
somehow made up of the happiness of several different
people. The Universalist has to consider the aggregate
happiness of every one, including himself ; the Altruist has
to consider the aggregate happiness of every one except
himself ; but the Egoist has to consider only his own
happiness. This saves the Egoist from very great diftculties,
both practical and theoretical.
Let us now consider whether Egoism is a possible ethical
theory. The fundamental difference between the Egoist and
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the universalist may be put as follows. The universalist
says: " If a state of consciousness having a certain quality
(a.g., pleasantness) would, for that reason, be.intrinsically
good, then its occurrence in any mind, is a fitting object
of desire to any rnind,." The Egoist says: .. If a state of
consciousness having a certain quality (e.g., pleasantness)
would, for that reason, be intrinsically good, then its
occurrence in any mind is a fitting object of desire to that
mind, and to that mind onl,y.
The first point to notice is that the Egoist,s doctrine,
when thus stated, cannot be accusecl of any arbitrarindss or
partiality. He does not claim anything for his Ego which
he is not prepared to allow to any other Ego. .8.g., if he
is a Hedonist, he admits that equally pleasant states of
mind are equally good things, no matter whose states of
mind they may be. But he holds that each of us is properly
concerned, not with all, good things, but only with a certain
restricted class of good things, viz., those which are states
of his own mind. Within the class of things which it is
fitting for A to desire as ends it is fitting for him to pro_
portion his desires to the goodness of the things desired.
But it is unfitting for A to desire as an end anything
that falls outside this class, no matter how good it may
be, or how much better it may be than anything that
falls within the class. And exactly the same is true,
mulalis m,ulundis, of. B.
I cannot scc that thcre is any internal inconsistency in
Egoism, whcn stated in this form. It may be remarkecl
that it is possiblc to state a view which would be intermediatc between pure Egoism and pure Universalism. It
might lrc suggcstcd that it is fitting for A to desire to some
degree the existence of. any intrinsically good state of mind
;
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but that, of equally good states of mind, one in himself
and another in someone else, it is fitting for him to desire
the existence of the former more intensely than that of the
latter. Pure Egoism, as I have said, seems to be flagrantly
contrary to common-sense morality; but I am not sure
that the compromise which I have just proposed is not
more in accord with the judgments of common-sense than
is Pure Universalism.
Before leaving the subject it is important to notice that
the above defence of the logical consistency of ethical
Egoism would be incompatible with a purely teleological
view of ethics. The consistent Egoistic Hedonist holds
that pleasure and nothing else is good, and that an equally
pleasant state is equally good no matter where it occurs.
He knows quite well that, in many cases, if he sacrificed
some of his own ptreasure, others would gain far more
pleasure than he has lost. Yet he holds that any such action
would be wrong. Such a view would be quite impossible if
he held the teleological theory that " right " and " conducive
to intrinsically good results " are mutually equivalent. It
can be made consistent only on the extreme deontological
view that such an action would be unfitting, and that its
unfittingness suffi.ces to make it wrong on the whole no
matter how intrinsically good its consequences might be.
If we refer back to the two principies from which Sidgwick
deduces }ais Principle of Rational, Benettolence, we shall see
that the Egoist might accept the first but would have to
reject the second. He could admit that " the good of any
one individual is of no more importance, from the point of
view of the Universg, than the equal good of any other."
He would merely remark that, after all, he is not the
Universe, and therefore it is not obvious that he ought to
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take the Universe's point of view. And he might add that,
unless the Universe be supposed to be a person, which was
certainly not Sidgwick's opinion, all talk about its " point
of view " must be metaphorical, and the precise meaning of
the metaphor is not easy to grasp. He would have to deny
that " it is rny duty to aim at good generally, so far as I
can bring it about, and not merely at a particular part of
it," which is the second of the two premises from which
Sidgwick deduces his Principle of Rational, Beneuol,ence.
According to the Egoist it is not his duty to aim at " good
generally ", i.e., regardless of where it may occur ; it is his
duty to confine his attention to aiming at those good states
of mind which will be states of his own mind. Now Sidgwick's difficulty was that both the principle that I ought
to be equally concerned about equally good states of mind,
no matter where they may occur, arud, the principle that
I ought to be more concerned about a good state in my
own mind than about an equally good state in any other
mind, seemed to him self-evident when he inspected each
separately" And yet they are plainly inconsistent with
each other, so that, in one case at least an ethical principle
which is in fact false must be appearing to be necessarily
true. All that I can say in the matter is that Pure Egoism,
i.e., the doctrine that I ouglrt not to desire to any degree
as an end the occurrcnce of good states of mind in anyone
but myself, seems plainly false ; whilst Universalism does
not seem plainly true. It does seem to me conceivable,
though not self-evident, that I ought to desire ruore strongl,y
the occurrence of a good state of mind in myself than the
occurrence of an equally good state of mind in anyone
else ; whilst it seems self-evident that I ought to desire
to some d,egree its occurrence anywhere. Sidgwick seems to

